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Japanese Cooking A Simple Art By Shizuo Tsuji
In this pioneering work, Shizuo Tsuji, one of the most prominent figures in Japan’s culinary world, takes all that is good
about Japanese food and brings it into the home. The book presents over 100 authentic recipes (manageable even for
the novice cook) for dishes ranging from familiar favorites like Miso Soup with Pork and Vegetables, Yakitori, Rice Balls,
Nigiri Sushi, Soba Noodles in a Basket, Sukiyaki, and Tempura to more exotic-sounding (but actually simple to prepare)
fare such as Jade Green Deep-Fried Shrimp, Yellowtail Teriyaki, Paper-Thin Sea Bass Sashimi, Saké-Simmered
Lobster, Nagasaki-Style Braised Pork, Simmered Tofu Dumplings, and Turnip with Ginger-Miso Sauce. Full-color photos
showcase the finished dishes and illustrate the steps involved in their preparation. Tsuji also explains many of the
techniques used; and here, again, detailed photos clarify the instructions. He stresses the importance of using fresh,
seasonal, and local ingredients; and the recipes call only for ingredients that are readily available in supermarkets and
Asian grocery stores in the West. A section on bento boxes offers a wide variety of ideas for combining the recipes in the
book into these popular, portable meal options. The Cooking Tips section includes such basic, essential recipes as dashi;
and covers topics like cleaning squid, soaking dried shitake mushrooms, toasting and crumbling nori seaweed, and using
bamboo rolling mats. The helpful Glossary describes the main ingredients of Japanese cooking, along with a photo of
each. Friendly, accessible, and inviting, Practical Japanese Cooking will be as eye-opening and inspiring to today’s
home cooks as it was when it was originally published almost three decades ago.
A Japanese chef introduces his trademark cuisine, which blends Japanese color combinations and aromas with such
multicultural elements as traditional Chinese spices, simple Italian ingredients, and French style, along with more than
125 recipes for signature dishes.
When it was first published, Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art changed the way the culinary world viewed Japanese
cooking, moving it from obscure ethnic food to haute cuisine. Twenty-five years later, much has changed. Japanese food
is a favorite of diners around the world. Not only is sushi as much a part of the Western culinary scene as burgers, bagels
and burritos, but some Japanese chefs have become household names. Japanese flavors, ingredients and textures have
been fused into dishes from a wide variety of other cuisines. What hasn’t changed over the years, however, are the
foundations of Japanese cooking. When he originally wrote Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art, Shizuo Tsuji, a scholar who
trained under famous European chefs, was so careful and precise in his descriptions of the cuisine and its vital
philosophies, and so thoughtful in his choice of dishes and recipes, that his words—and the dishes they help produce—are
as fresh today as when they were first written. The 25th Anniversary edition celebrates Tsuji’s classic work. Building on
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M. F. K. Fisher’s eloquent introduction, the volume now includes a thought-provoking new Foreword by Gourmet Editorin-Chief Ruth Reichl and a new Preface by the author’s son and Tsuji Culinary Institute Director, Yoshiki Tsuji.
Beautifully illustrated with eight pages of new color photos and over 500 drawings, and containing 230 traditional recipes
as well as detailed explanations of ingredients, kitchen utensils, techniques and cultural aspects of Japanese cuisine, this
edition continues the Tsuji legacy of bringing the Japanese kitchen within the reach of Western cooks.
In Everyday Harumi, now reissed as an attractive jacketed paperback, Harumi Kurihara, Japan's most popular cookery
writer, selects her favourite foods and presents more than 60 new home-style recipes for you to make for family and
friends. Harumi wants everyone to be able to make her recipes and she demonstrates how easy it is to cook Japanese
food for every day occasions without needing to shop at specialist food stores. Using many of her favourite ingredients,
Harumi presents recipes for soups, starters, snacks, party dishes, main courses and family feasts that are quick and
simple to prepare, all presented in her effortless, down-to-earth and unpretentious approach to stylish living and eating.
Every recipe is photographed and includes beautiful step-by-step instructions that show key Japanese cooking
techniques. Texture and flavour are important to Japanese food and Harumi takes you through the basic sauces you can
make at home and the staples you should have in your store cupboard. Photographed by award-winning photographer
Jason Lowe, this warm and approachable cookbook invites you to cook and share Japanese food in a simple and elegant
style.
Shoku-Iku is the way that Japanese people are taught about healthy food. This book reveals the secrets to how the
Japanese stay so healthy in easy-to-follow principles so you, too, can learn to eat mindfully, the Shoku-Iku way. Each of
the five recipe chapters centers on one cooking method: steaming (or microwaving); grilling; simmering; no-cook; and
sushi. The seventy brand-new simple recipes are largely gluten and dairy free; and the clear and graphic illustrated
spreads show you how to choose which vegetables, fish or grains to eat in order to optimize your health and help with
specific ailments.
A beautiful and lavishly photographed cookbook focused on authentic Japanese clay-pot cooking, showcasing beloved
recipes and updates on classics, with background on the origins and history of donabe. Japanese clay pot (donabe)
cooking has been refined over centuries into a versatile and simple method for preparing both dramatic and comforting
one-pot meals. In Donabe, Tokyo native and cooking school instructor Naoko Takei Moore and chef Kyle Connaughton
offer inspiring Japanese home-style recipes such as Sizzling Tofu and Mushrooms in Miso Sauce and Dashi-Rich ShabuShabu, as well as California-inspired dishes including Steam-Fried Black Cod with Crisp Potatoes, Leeks, and WalnutNori Pesto or Smoked Duck Breast with Creamy Wasabi–Green Onion Dipping Sauce. All are rich in flavor, simple to
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prepare, and perfect for a communal dining experience with family and friends. Donabe also features recipes from
luminary chefs such as David Kinch, Namae Shinobu, and Cortney Burns and Nick Balla, all of whom use donabe in their
own kitchens. Collectible, beautiful, and functional, donabe can easily be an essential part of your cooking repetory.
Those who love Japanese food know there is more to it than sukiyaki, tempura, and sushi. A variety of miso-based
soups, one-pot cooking (nabemono), and vegetable side dishes with sweet vinegar dressing (sunomono) are just a few of
the traditional dishes that are attracting many interested in Asian cooking. Homma presents an intriguing mixture of
Japanese country cooking, folk tradition, and memories of growing up in Japan. Cooking methods include techniques for
chopping vegetables, making udon and soba noodles, making tofu and using various tofu products, and making rich soup
stocks. This is a book to use and treasure for its traditional Japanese cooking methods.
Practice mindful eating with the Japanese art of Itadakimasu. Inspired by Japan's delicious and innovative cuisine, this
cookbook introduces 70 simple yet sumptuous recipes to bring exquisite dishes to everyday life. From Veggie Crunch
Rolls and Yakatori Chicken Skewers, to Crab Tempura and Matcha Cheesecake, Japanese Cooking for the Soul caters
to every taste, bringing hearty lunchtime favourites and indulgent eats to life through easy-to-follow recipes. The energy
of this cookbook is inspired by the performance of Itadakimasu, an essential part of Japanese culture which allows us to
express gratitude before a meal. With this mindful practice woven throughout each step of every recipe, Japanese
Cooking for the Soul celebrates fresh, quality Japanese-inspired cuisine through simple and accessible creations.
The definitive, home cooking recipe collection from one of the most respected and beloved culinary cultures Japan: The
Cookbook has more than 400 sumptuous recipes by acclaimed food writer Nancy Singleton Hachisu. The iconic and
regional traditions of Japan are organized by course and contain insightful notes alongside the recipes. The dishes soups, noodles, rices, pickles, one-pots, sweets, and vegetables - are simple and elegant.
Suitable for people taking their first step into Japanese cuisine, this book provides explanation of the Japanese eating
style, from small serving bowls and chopsticks, to the Japanese philosophy of healthy eating. It illustrates the key points
of each method with colour pictures. For people taking their first step into Japanese cuisine, the book provides a full
explanation of the Japanese eating style, from small serving bowls and chopsticks, to the Japanese philosophy of healthy
eating. Methods range from simple one-two-three steps, like learning to make your own teriyaki
Japanese Homestyle Cooking is a Japan Publications publication.
Introduces Japanese cooking utensils, ingredients, and techniques, and offers recipes for soups, salads, rice, and main
dishes from each region
The revered Iron Chef shows how to make flavorful, exciting traditional Japanese meals at home in this beautiful
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cookbook that is sure to become a classic, featuring a carefully curated selection of fantastic recipes and more than 150
color photos. Japanese cuisine has an intimidating reputation that has convinced most home cooks that its beloved
preparations are best left to the experts. But legendary chef Masaharu Morimoto, owner of the wildly popular Morimoto
restaurants, is here to change that. In Mastering the Art of Japanese Home Cooking, he introduces readers to the
healthy, flavorful, surprisingly simple dishes favored by Japanese home cooks. Chef Morimoto reveals the magic of
authentic Japanese food—the way that building a pantry of half a dozen easily accessible ingredients allows home cooks
access to hundreds of delicious recipes, empowering them to adapt and create their own inventions. From revelatory
renditions of classics like miso soup, nabeyaki udon, and chicken teriyaki to little known but unbelievably delicious dishes
like fish simmered with sake and soy sauce, Mastering the Art of Japanese Home Cooking brings home cooks closer to
the authentic experience of Japanese cuisine than ever before. And, of course, the famously irreverent chef also offers
playful riffs on classics, reimagining tuna-and-rice bowls in the style of Hawaiian poke, substituting dashi-marinated kale
for spinach in oshitashi, and upgrading the classic rice seasoning furikake with toasted shrimp shells and potato chips.
Whatever the recipe, Chef Morimoto reveals the little details—the right ratios of ingredients in sauces, the proper order for
adding seasonings—that make all the difference in creating truly memorable meals that merge simplicity with exquisite
flavor and visual impact. Photography by Evan Sung
A collection of more than 60 easy-to-make, portable Japanese recipes from an award-winning cookbook author and
television personality, including columns on "Spices, Seasoning and Tupperware for making Bento," and "White Rice is
Good." Original.
By the proprietor of Japan's largest professional cooking school, this volumexplores ingredients, utensils, techniques,
food history and table etiquette.t contains over 220 recipes.
Japan's geography is also the source of her unique cuisine. Long, narrow and mountainous islands make up the nation,
and Japanese cuisine draws its ingredients from these mountains and seas. Nature and the seasons also play an
important role in Japanese cuisine. Ingredients, cooking styles, garnishes and even tableware are chosen carefully to
match each of the four seasons. Widely recognized for its low fat content, Japanese cuisine comprises an ever-changing
menu of tastes and combinations.
Japanese cooking has become very popular over the past decades. Food is an important part of Japanese culture, where it has
been elevated to an art form, combining textures and colors to perfection. When properly plated, a Japanese dish should present
an inviting picture.This Japanese Cookbook uses typical Japanese ingredients that you should always have on hand, such as
mirin, rice vinegar, sesame seeds, seaweed, and ginger. These ingredients make up the basis of many recipes in this Japanese
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Cookbook. It's what makes Japanese cuisine so unique and delicious.The recipes in this Japanese Cookbook are healthful as they
use very little oil, just a dash of sesame seed oil for the occasional sautéing. You'll love preparing impressive sushi appetizers and
flavorful broths that enhance any meal. The recipes in this Cookbook are perfect for family dinners and impressive when
entertaining guests.
In 1975,Gourmet magazine published a series on traditional Japanese food —the first of its kind in a major American food
magazine — written by a graduate of the prestigious Yanagihara School of classical cuisine in Tokyo. Today, the author of that
groundbreaking series, Elizabeth Andoh, is recognized as the leading English-language authority on the subject. She shares her
knowledge and passion for the food culture of Japan in WASHOKU, an authoritative, deeply personal tribute to one of the world's
most distinctive culinary traditions. Andoh begins by setting forth the ethos of washoku (traditional Japanese food), exploring its
nuanced approach to balancing flavor, applying technique, and considering aesthetics hand-in-hand with nutrition. With detailed
descriptions of ingredients complemented by stunning full-color photography, the book's comprehensive chapter on the Japanese
pantry is practically a book unto itself. The recipes for soups, rice dishes and noodles, meat and poultry, seafood, and desserts are
models of clarity and precision, and the rich cultural context and practical notes that Andoh provides help readers master the
rhythm and flow of the washoku kitchen. Much more than just a collection of recipes, WASHOKU is a journey through a cuisine
that is rich in history and as handsome as it is healthful. Awards2006 IACP Award WinnerReviews“This extensive volume is
clearly intended for the cook serious about Japanese food.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune“. . . scholarly, yet inspirational . . . a foodie
might just sit back and read for sheer enjoyment and edification.”—Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
If you have always wanted to make even the most complicated of Japanese recipes, then look no further! Inside of this Japanese
cookbook, you will discover the art of authentic Japanese cooking. Throughout the pages of this cookbook, you will learn how to
make traditional Japanese recipes such as: - Japanese Napolitan Spaghetti - Shiso Pasta - Niko Udon - Yoshoku Steak - Sapporo
Soup Curry - Classic Lettuce and Ginger Salad - Japanese Potato Salada - Pork Gyoza - and even more! So, what are you waiting
for? Grab a copy of this Japanese cookbook and start making your favorite Japanese dishes as soon as today!
A collection of more than 100 recipes that introduces Japanese comfort food to American home cooks, exploring new ingredients,
techniques, and the surprising origins of popular dishes like gyoza and tempura. Move over, sushi. It’s time for gyoza, curry,
tonkatsu, and furai. These icons of Japanese comfort food cooking are the hearty, flavor-packed, craveable dishes you’ll find in
every kitchen and street corner hole-in-the-wall restaurant in Japan. In Japanese Soul Cooking, Tadashi Ono and Harris Salat
introduce you to this irresistible, homey style of cooking. As you explore the range of exciting, satisfying fare, you may recognize
some familiar favorites, including ramen, soba, udon, and tempura. Other, lesser known Japanese classics, such as wafu pasta
(spaghetti with bold, fragrant toppings like miso meat sauce), tatsuta-age (fried chicken marinated in garlic, ginger, and other
Japanese seasonings), and savory omelets with crabmeat and shiitake mushrooms will instantly become standards in your kitchen
as well. With foolproof instructions and step-by-step photographs, you’ll soon be knocking out chahan fried rice, mentaiko
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spaghetti, saikoro steak, and more for friends and family. Ono and Salat’s fascinating exploration of the surprising origins and
global influences behind popular dishes is accompanied by rich location photography that captures the energy and essence of this
food in everyday life, bringing beloved Japanese comfort food to Western home cooks for the first time.
Cooking a wide variety of Japanese meals doesn’t have to require a lot of effort, multiple cookbooks, and guesswork. Here’s the
key to making delicious Japanese food at home tonight. People love Japanese cuisine, but very few prepare it themselves.
Japanese Cooking Made Simple provides the basic techniques and recipes that unlock your ability to prepare delicious, authentic
Japanese meals to enjoy with friends and family at home – without requiring significant investments in time and money to do so.
Japanese Cooking Made Simple contains more than 100 easy-to-follow authentic Japanese recipes with ingredients you can find
in your local grocery store. Sushi and bento boxes will become part of your weeknight meals, as will Ramen with Braised Pork
Belly, Tempura Soba, Fried Tofu in Broth, California Rolls, Pan-Broiled Salmon with Scallions, Chicken Yakitori, and Green Tea
Ice Cream. Step-by-step instructions and illustrations will have you preparing sushi, including norimaki and temaki, with ease.
Color photos help you put a beautiful Japanese dish on the plate. In Japanese Cooking Made Simple, Salinas Press has once
again created a cookbook that provides home chefs not only with a wide variety of delicious recipes to choose from, but also the
simple tools to make it easy.
Revered restaurateur Jiro’s extended chat on all things sushi shocked the industry and aficionados alike when it was first
published in 1997 and has remained indispensable over the years thanks to his nonchalant revelation of top trade secrets. While
first and last things cannot be so easily taught and the Sukiyabashi experience has stayed as unique as he warned with a wink, it
is no exaggeration to call this book, finally available in English, the Bible of sushi chefs. Based on countless interviews over an
extended period by a critic who had been better known for his comfort food expertise, marvelously retaining the maestro’s
pleasantly down-to-earth voice, and amply illustrated with color photos, here is a belated surprise gift to all serious lovers of sushi
who must rely on the vernacular.
Bring the authentic cuisine of Japan to your own home with these master recipes that highlight the elegant simplicity of Japanese
cuisine. Every aspect of Japanese cooking is here in an easy-to-follow format: soups, rice, sushi, tempura, noodles, sukiyaki,
teriyaki, noodles, pickles, desserts, beverages and more. In addition to recipes The Complete Book of Japanese Cooking includes
menu plans and a complete glossary of Japanese cooking terms and methods. An informative introduction explains the traditions
of Japanese cuisine and line drawings illustrate precisely how Japanese foods are prepared, what special ingredients look like,
and the proper culinary equipment to use in their preparation. This is the cookbook for anyone who enjoys the simple, fresh and
beautifully presented foods of Japan, and is the ideal introduction for those who have yet to taste its delights.
'Japanese Farm Food' offers a unique window into life on a Japanese farm through the simple, clear-flavoured recipes cooked
from family crops and other local, organic products. The multitude of vibrant images by Kenji Miura of green fields, a traditional
farmhouse, antique baskets and ceramic bowls filled with beautiful, simple dishes are interwoven with Japanese indigo fabrics to
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convey an intimate, authentic portrait of life and food on a Japanese farm.

Japanese and vegetarian food expert Miyokko Mishimoto Schinner presents traditional Japanese dishes and regional
specialities from Kyushu in the south to Hokkaido in the north. She draws from the tradition of vegetarian cooking in
Buddhist temples, as well as the vegetable-based dishes found in traditional Japanese cuisine. For dishes usually
prepared with meat, fish or fowl, Miyoko has created innovative substitutes utilizing vegetarian foods like tofu and seitan,
to create recipes suitable for vegans.
The true secrets behind the healthiness and deliciousness of Japanese cuisine are revealed in this illustrated book. It
reveals what dashi and umami are and their secrets through both explanation and superb recipes introduced by Japan's
top chefs.
Ivan Orkin is a self-described gaijin (guy-jin), a Japanese term that means “outsider.” He has been hopelessly in love
with the food of Japan since he was a teenager on Long Island. Even after living in Tokyo for decades and running two
ramen shops that earned him international renown, he remained a gaijin. Fortunately, being a lifelong outsider has made
Orkin a more curious, open, and studious chef. In The Gaijin Cookbook, he condenses his experiences into
approachable recipes for every occasion, including weeknights with picky kids, boozy weekends, and celebrations.
Everyday dishes like Pork and Miso-Ginger Stew, Stir-Fried Udon, and Japanese Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce are what
keep the Orkin family connected to Japan. For more festive dinners, he suggests a Temaki Party, where guests
assemble their own sushi from cooked and fresh fillings. And recipes for Bagels with Shiso Gravlax and Tofu Coney
Island (fried tofu with mushroom chili) reveal the eclectic spirit of Ivan’s cooking.
The essential guide to Japanese home cooking—the ingredients, techniques, and over 100 recipes—for seasoned cooks
and beginners who are craving authentic Japanese flavors. Using high-quality, seasonal ingredients in simple
preparations, Sonoko Sakai offers recipes with a gentle voice and a passion for authentic Japanese cooking. Beginning
with the pantry, the flavors of this cuisine are explored alongside fundamental recipes, such as dashi and pickles, and
traditional techniques, like making noodles and properly cooking rice. Use these building blocks to cook an abundance of
everyday recipes with dishes like Grilled Onigiri (rice balls) and Japanese Chicken Curry. From there, the book expands
into an exploration of dishes organized by breakfast; vegetables and grains; meat; fish; noodles, dumplings, and savory
pancakes; and sweets and beverages. With classic dishes like Kenchin-jiru (Hearty Vegetable Soup with Sobagaki
Buckwheat Dumplings), Temaki Zushi (Sushi Hand Rolls), and Oden (Vegetable, Seafood, and Meat Hot Pot) to more
inventive dishes like Mochi Waffles with Tatsuta (Fried Chicken) and Maple Yuzu Kosho, First Garden Soba Salad with
Lemon-White Miso Vinaigrette, and Amazake (Fermented Rice Drink) Ice Pops with Pickled Cherry Blossoms this is a
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rich guide to Japanese home cooking. Featuring stunning photographs by Rick Poon, the book also includes stories of
food purveyors in California and Japan. This is a generous and authoritative book that will appeal to home cooks of all
levels.
This volume aims to enlighten anyone who dines in Japanese restaurants andishes to have a better understanding of the
various dishes on the menu andow to eat them.
A strong believer that cooking should be easy and enjoyable, Shirley Wong, also known by her online avatar, Little Miss
Bento, shares how you can put together attractive and tasty bento boxes with ease and lots of fun! Follow Shirley’s
simple step-by-step guide and craft everyday foods such as rice, bread, eggs, cheese, fish cakes, sausages, carrots and
cucumbers into various forms, from your favourite animals and characters to a memorable holiday scene. Make every
day a treat with a personalised bento box!
If you're intrigued by Japanese cooking but don't know where to start, this Japanese cookbook is for you! "Japanese
Cooking Made Simple: Japanese Cookbook for Beginners" is written without all that technical jargon that only experience
chefs can understand, and is instead designed to help beginners learn how to make delicious and authentic Japanese
cuisine. Not only will you learn a bit about each dish featured in this Japanese cookbook, but in "Japanese Cooking Made
Simple" will find out via step-by-step, detailed instructions on how you can recreate the recipe. "Japanese Cooking Made
Simple" also provides the reader with preparation and cooking times, and serving suggestions for every recipe in the
book. "Japanese Cooking Made Simple" will provide you with all the info you need to start your wonderful journey into
Japanese cuisine! So what are you waiting for? Start reading today!
Let your heart be warmed as the oil of T.D. Jakes' teaching flows from your mind to your spirit. The balm in this book will
soothe all manner of traumas, tragedies, and disappointments. For the single parent and the battered wife, for the
abused girl and the insecure woman, there is a cure for the crisis! In this soft word for the sensitive ear, there is a deep
cleansing for those inaccessible areas of the feminine heart. This book will help to fight back the infections of life.
Woman, Thou Art Loosed! will break the bands off the neck of every woman who dares to read it!
With its array of provocative tastes and intriguing textures, Vietnamese food is fast becoming one of America's hottest
new sensations. A celebrated Vietnamese chef and restauranteur, Binh Duong shares his secrets to cooking this
mysterious, time-honored cuisine. Includes 150 recipes. 16-page color insert.
Three friends walk you through their best Japanese recipes—in expressive, humorous illustrations! Cooking should be fun,
and this highly entertaining Japanese cookbook for beginners is packed full of humor and whimsical illustrations.
Japanese Cooking with Manga started out as "Gourmand Gohan," a hand-drawn and hand-bound edition that the three
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co-authors circulated among their friends in Barcelona. Each author has a unique take on Japanese food preparation—but
they are all equally passionate about food and how it brings people together. Simple, step-by-step Japanese food recipes
are accompanied by hand-drawn illustrations and commentary on each page, making this manga cookbook read more
like a graphic novel than your average collection of recipes. Information about Japanese culture and traditional Japanese
cuisine are presented in a charming and accessible way, making learning a new style of cooking as educational as it is
entertaining. The colorful manga art and comic-style stories within this illustrated cookbook will appeal to the serious
foodie and experimental chef alike. Easy homestyle recipes with a Japanese twist include: Okonomiyaki Japanese Pizza
Codfish Tempura Shogayaki Stir-fried Pork with Ginger Ham and Cheese Potstickers And 55 more These three home
cooks took on the world of Japanese food culture—and now, with the stories and recipes in this adventurous Japanese
cookbook, so can you and your friends.
Welcome to the world's most exciting foodscape, Spain, with its vibrant marriage of rustic traditions, Mediterranean
palate, and endlessly inventive cooks. The New Spanish Table lavishes with sexy tapas —Crisp Potatoes with Spicy
Tomato Sauce, Goat Cheese-Stuffed Pequillo Peppers. Heralds a gazpacho revolution—try the luscious, neon pink
combination of cherry, tomato, and beet. Turns paella on its head with the dinner party favorite, Toasted Pasta "Paella"
with Shrimp. From taberna owners and Michelin-starred chefs, farmers, fishermen, winemakers, and nuns who bake like
a dream—in all, 300 glorious recipes, illustrated throughout in dazzling color. ¡Estupendo!
Features, in seasonal format, the style of cooking that began as tea ceremony accompaniment and developed into the
highest form of Japanese cuisine. This book explains the history and the components of kaiseki cuisine, the ingredients,
preparation methods and the philosophy behind the dish. It also explains how the cuisine changed over the years.
Kaiseki is a feast for the eyes as well as the palate, and chef Murata's 'Kaiseki' is at once a cookbook and a work of art.
This sumptuously illustrated volume features - in seasonal format - the style of cooking that began
Japanese cookery guru The Iron Chef, Masaharu Morimoto, combines European and Western cooking techniques and
ingredients with Japanese roots creating mouth-watering results. Chef Morimoto's cooking has distinctive Japanese
roots, yet it's actually, "global cooking for the 21st century." His unique cuisine is characterized by beautiful Japanese
colour and aromas, while the preparation infuses multicultural influences such as Chinese spices and Italian ingredients,
presented in a refined French style. Bring all of these elements home following his step-by-step instructions and cook up
over 125 recipes; from Tuna Pizza and mouth-watering Bouillabaisse to sinfully rich Chocolate Tart with White Chocolate
Sorbet. Discover how to slice and cure fish, properly eat sushi and learn about the origins and significance of rice, soy
sauce, tofu, blowfish and other hard-to-find ingredients. For taste-bud travellers and anyone interested in learning more
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about Japanese cooking and traditions.
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